Enhancing Sustainability Through Digital Transformation and Edge Intelligence

Enterra Feed Corporation is a privately held company that specializes in the development and manufacture of natural insect-based feed ingredients for the animal feed industry. Insects are one of the most sustainable sources of protein available today, but Enterra wanted to further increase their sustainability, profitability, and competitiveness by maximizing the efficiency and predictability of their manufacturing processes. To achieve this, Enterra worked with Intel® IoT Solution Aggregator Ingram Micro Canada and solution implementer WBM Technologies Inc. They connected machines, sensors, and other points of data generation throughout Enterra’s facilities. The collaboration provided efficient networking solutions and helped Enterra achieve near real-time visibility into their most-critical manufacturing processes. By putting its data to better use, Enterra is making its operations more efficient, profitable, and sustainable.
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Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors
Intel® Core™ Processors
Intel® IoT RFP Ready Kits
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